
lighthearted lounge

#lovewhatyoudo



meet  Poet.

With Poet, you get the choice of two distinct design styles.  
Poet Peb takes on a rounded, more organic nature while Poet 
Cube presents a more rectilinear, tailored shape. Complement 
either cushion style with the dowel wood foot or architectural 
metal foot for two completely new looks.

Poet is a lounge and table collection designed by Qdesign. 

A CREATIVE SPIRIT.
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04          Poet peb style with wood foot and metal console table 05



Configure unique set ups with 
Poet's wide variety of modular 
components. Pair with modular 
or freestanding tables for added 
functionality and finesse. 
 

HERE + NOW.

Poet cube style with metal foot          07



08          Poet peb style with metal foot 09



Incorporate privacy units that offer opportunities for independent solitude and reserved 
collaboration. Keep looks artfully subdued or add in an element of energy with material 
selections. Available in one or two seat units with optional integrated tables and power.

10          Poet cube style with metal foot



12          Poet cube style with metal foot 13



upholstery zones 
Specify up to three upholstery selections per chair.
Specify cushions (1), arms (2), and outer back/seat deck (3).  
For privacy seats, specify cushions (1), bolster (2), privacy surround/seat deck (3).  
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cushions + feet

peb cushion 
wood foot

peb cushion 
metal foot

cube cushion 
wood foot

cube cushion 
metal foot

additional options

undermount power pocket
– match to arm upholstery
– optional leather accent

privacy surround straps
– match to surround upholstery
– optional leather accent

surface mount power
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PO
ET

freestanding
two seat privacy with table

modular
three seat with bench

modular 
two seat & wrap table

freestanding 
single seat privacy 

modular 
chaise

freestanding
single seat privacy with table

freestanding
two seat

freestanding 
single seat

freestanding 
two seat with table

freestanding
coffee table

freestanding
pull up table

freestanding
console table

Poet is a lounge and table collection designed by Qdesign. 

225 CLAY STREET

JASPER, INDIANA 47546

800.457.4511   TOLL FREE

812.482.3204   OFFICE
JSIFURNITURE.COM

JSI is quality furniture for work and life.


